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Fielding — all round fielding plus 
 

Players 
u11s who have already played (or aspire this summer to play) hard ball cricket. Most already 

have sound basic cricket skills, so the emphasis is on putting skills into action. 

Theme 
Ground fielding & throwing; run out chances. 

Format 

• All round fielding plus (30 mins) 

• Run out chance — all round fielding vs. runners (10 mins) 

• Game — super-over (15 mins) 

Activities 

All round fielding plus 

Fielders start at one of 4 stations (B, C, D & E), each 10-20m from the pitch, and take it in 
turns to field the ball — first in line must complete the throw from each station, although 
the others can be encouraged to back-up extremely wayward throws! 

Coach A feeds the ball to the first station (B), where the fielder performs a pick-up (ideally 

the “1-hand intercept”) and underarm throw to coach A at “batter’s end”. 

Fielder from station C backs up wayward throws from B, or fields the ball relayed by coach 

A, then throws overarm to hit the stumps at the far end (“runner’s end”). 

 

Contd. 
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This throw is backed up by fielders at E, who then underarm to the stumps at the runner’s 

end for a fielder coming in from D, who breaks the wicket at the runner’s end then throws 

overarm back to the coach A. 

Players rotate to the next station (B->C->D->E) and the drill repeats. 

After all players have had a couple of goes at each station, the ball (and players) reverse 

direction. 

Run out chance — all round fielding vs. runners 

As above, but with a pair of runners (X on the diagram) attempting to score as many runs as 

possible before the ball is returned to the coach at A. 

Runners to run wide of the wickets, to avoid being hit by thrown ball (also to become 

accustomed to running off the pitch, as required by the Laws). 

A direct hit at the runner’s end from C ends that circuit immediately — no more runs can be 

scored. 

Similarly, if the throw from D finds the runner run out at the batter’s end (direct hit from 

fielder D or via coach), that also ends the circuit, and no runs are scored. 

Game — super-over (each batter to face 1 over, bowlers deliver 1 delivery in rotation) 

• players to bowl in rotation; 

• 360° scoring zone; 

• indoor rules (1 run for hitting side or back net, boundaries for hitting the net behind 

the bowler without first hitting side net); 

• run out with direct hit ends the batter’s innings 
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Notes 
Emphasise the importance of being quick to the ball and quick to release, but also the need 

for control — fast+wild=overthrows! 

Reiterate coaching points re one- or two-hand intercept, under- and over-arm throw, as 

required, but maintain intensity as far as possible. 

In run out chance, fielders have to balance throwing as quickly as they can to reduce the 

time available for the runners to score with a degree of control — “buzzers” might prove 

costly! 

Runners need to be encouraged to run hard, to put the fielders under some pressure, but 

also to be realistic in their running — hence the severe penalty for being run out at the 

batter’s end. 

 

I always like to finish with a game of Super-over if the session does not otherwise include 

any batter vs. bowler. To reinforce this week’s theme, a run out with a direct hit will end the 

batters innings immediately. 
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